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Sales Trainee 

Job Summary: 

The Outside Sales Representative is responsible for establishing and maintaining profitable relationships with 

customers on behalf of the company and for actively prospecting for new accounts and maximizing sales 

potential with existing customers. Part – time (20 to 30 hours a week) 

Responsibilities: 

 Participate in networking events with Chambers, Visit Seattle, GSBA, etc. 

 Work one Manger on Duty shift a week 

 Work from SkyMania one day a week 

 Follow up on event leads in a timely manner 

 Coordinate details of events such as conferences, weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, charity events, 

surprise parties, trade shows, sales meetings, business meetings, employee appreciation events and 

virtual events. 

 Determine customer needs and propose appropriate service needs. 

 Complete scheduled and cold call prospecting activities to establish first and follow up appointments 

with customer decision makers.  

 Prepare and deliver sales proposals/presentations and follow up with key decision makers.  

 On a weekly basis, provided a written sales report documenting activities, and developing prospective 

customer profiles.  

 Develop and maintain an awareness of market behavior and competitive trends and respond accordingly.  

 Regularly meet with General Manager to review weekly sales activities, progress on goals, and status of 

prospective customers. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

 Legally eligible to work in the United States. 

 Good driving record, reliable transportation to attend events. 

 Must be able to read and speak the English language well enough to communicate, understand, and 

respond to questions. 

 Must present and communicate in a professional manner. 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills. 

 Must be organized with good time management skills. 

 Possess proven analytical/problem-solving solutions for the customer and the company. 

 Computer proficiency in Windows and Microsoft applications. 

 Must be self-motivated and able to work independently to meet or exceed goals. 

 Additional skills may be required to perform additional task(s) specific to work location, department or 

line of business.  

 Must successfully complete a pre-employment background check. 

 High school diploma or equivalent; Bachelor’s Degree in Business, Marketing, Sales or related field 

preferred.  
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